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Appendixx B 
Propertiess of Matrices 

B.ll Properties and Transformations 
Forr a finite dimensional, complex valued matrix A G M„(C) , we can define its 

sett of complex matrices M n(C): the n by n dimensional matrices with complex val-
uedd entries 

sett of real matrices Mn (R): the n by n dimensional matrices with real valued entries 

transposee AT: defined by {AT)ij  — A^ 

conjugatee transpose A* defined by (A*)ij  = (A,*)* 

adjointt A* identical to the conjugate transpose 

inversee A - 1 For non-singular matrices A € Mn(C) the inverse is defined by A
A'A'11 = In; otherwise A'1 is undefined. 

squaree root y/A The square root of A is the matrix such that yf~A  \f~A — A. For 
aa diagonal matrix D, we thus have {y/D)ij  = y/DÏi- Using the spectral de-
compositionn we can see that the root of normal matrices can be expressed as 
VAVA = VÏJXÜ  ̂ = uVXu*. 

tracee tr(A) the value J27=i ^« 

AA finite dimensional, complex valued, matrix A e Mn(C) can have the following 
properties. . 

Diagonal:: if Atj = 0 for every i ^ j 

Hermitian:: if A = A* 

Normal:: if A A* = A*-A 
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Unitary:: if A  A* = In. The set of unitary nx n matrices is denoted by U(n). 

Speciall Rotations: if a real-values matrix obeys A  AT = ln and det(v4) = 1; the set 
off  these matrices is denoted by 50(n) 

Positivee definite: if all the eigenvalues of A are positive 

Positivee semidefinite: if all the eigenvalues of A are nonnegative 

B.22 Decompositions 

Singularr value decomposition Every matrix A e M„(C) can be written as the prod-
uctt A = VYW*, with V and W unitary matrices, and E a nonnegative diagonal 
matrix.. The values <j; = Ŝ  are the singular values of A. 

Spectrall decomposition of normal matrices Any normal matrix A can be decom-
posedd as a product A = Uh.U*, with U a unitary matrix, and A a diagonal matrix. 
Thee diagonal entries A^ are the eigenvalues Xi of A and the set {An , A22,  } 
iss the spectrum of A. 


